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Prof. Anna Verschik (Tallinn University)*  

Language choice and (reversing) language shift, with a discussion of examples 
of some Ukrainian poets and writers

 The presentation discusses the undoing of earlier language shift (from Ukrainian to Russian and back 
again) that started already after Maidan of 2014 and is gaining ground. This concerns not only general 
public but also poets and writers (for instance, Volodymyr Refeenko, Alex Averbuch, Iya Kiva).

Prof. Mark Lipovetsky (Columbia University)*

А new official style?

Looking at some films and TV series that were produced in Russia after 2014, and comparing 
them most recent propaganda videos, I will try to define more or less stable features of the 
“official style”. This Socialist Realism 2.0 actively enforces nostalgia for the Soviet period, 
homophobia, sexism, racism and nationalism, but does it in a way that comforts the viewer 
rather than tries to change his/her worldview.

Prof. Maja Soboleva (Philipps-University of Marburg University)*

While the guns are firing, the muses are silent [Когда стреляют пушки, музы  
молчат]

Points for discussion:
1) Two meanings of the concept of "culture": culture as a norm and culture as the creation of 
meanings [Два смысла понятия «культура»: культура как норма и культура как создание 
смыслов].
2) Value aspects of culture: the process of naturalization of values in modern Russia 
[Ценностные аспекты культуры: процесс натурализации ценностей в современной 
России].
3) Retropolitics of modern Russia [Ретрополитика современной России].

Implicit questions: Culture presupposes creative autonomy of the individual, can we talk 
about a culture where this is not? Is mass culture a free acceptance of values or their 
implantation? Is the imposition of values a degradation of culture, since it involves the 
usurpation of individual freedom? Propaganda and creation of myths as a tool of warfare? Is 
this the transformation of the people into an unintelligent mass, the reduction of the field of 
culture, lack of culture?
Имплицитные вопросы: Культура предполагает творческую автономию личности, можно 
ли говорить о культуре, где этого нет? Массовая культура – это свободное принятие 



ценностей или их насаждение? Насаждение ценностей – это деградация культуры, 
поскольку предполагает узурпацию индивидуальной свободы? Пропаганда и создание 
мифов как инструмент ведения войны? Это превращение народа в недумающую массу, 
сокращение поля культуры, бескультурие?
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